Modification of auditory and somatosensory system activity during pupillary conditioning in the paralyzed cat.
The role of sensory systems in the development of behavioral conditioned responses was investigated by recording multiple-unit activity in the auditory and somatosensory pathways during Pavlovian conditioning of the pupillary-dilation responses of paralyzed cats. Establishment of conditioned pupillary-dilation responses to a white noise CS+, pupillary discrimination between the CS+ and a tone CS-, and subsequent discrimination reversal provided the behavioral foundation for examining neural changes related to behavioral learning. Multiple-unit responses to the acoustic CS+ were significantly enhanced in the auditory cortex, cochlear nucleus, and somatic cortex, but not in the cuneate nucleus. The possibility that these effects could be due to changes in stimulus intensity at the sensory receptor, to mo-ement artifacts, or to feedback from skeletal responses were ruled out because the animals were immobilized. Nor could these neural changes be attributable to sensitization, as those brain areas which showed conditioned enhancement to the CS+ exhibited significantly larger responses to the CS+ than to the CS-. Furthermore, the changes in neural activity followed the significance of the CS; after reversal of the reinforcement contingencies, the amount of multiple-unit activity evoked by the stimuli gradually reversed too. Although the somatic cortex showed conditioning and discrimination, greater stimulus specificity was found in the auditory system. Only in the somatic cortex was there a significant increase in responses to the CS- as well as the CS4. Furthermore, both somatosensory loci exhibited enhanced responses to those tactile probes presented during the acoustic CS, suggesting a phasic increase in neural excitability to all stimuli. Analysis of the number of trials required to attain an acquisition criterion indicated that the neural changes occurred first in the auditory cortex, then the cochlear nucleus, followed in turn by the somatic cortex, and finally the cuneate nucleus. However, none of these neural changes preceded acquisition of conditioned pupillary dilations. These results suggest that sensory system changes are not essential for the initial associative process. These findings indicate that the study of autonomic conditioned responses may prove beneficial in seeking the critical neural events which underlie the initial association between two stimuli. A hypothetical model, which explains the development of pupillary and sensory system conditioned responses, was also presented.